Graded listening: The Survivor episode 4: Run – level B1 – exercises
Buddy normally helps Agent Sanders but today he is nervous and unpredictable. What is he going to do?
This is the fourth episode of The Survivor.

Preparation
Do this exercise before you listen. Match the words with the definitions and write a–f next to the numbers
1–6.
1…….. to tap

a.

very silly

2…….. security

b.

having a job or position that gives someone secret information

3…….. ridiculous

c.

an informal way to say you will definitely not do something

4…….. on the inside

d.

having problems with someone, especially someone more
powerful than you

5…….. in trouble

e.

to hit something gently with your finger

6…….. No way!

f.

the people whose job it is to make sure that the people in a
place are not hurt

1. Check your understanding: ordering
Write a number (1–5) to put these story events in order.
………….

Buddy says he has the money and he is leaving that night.

………….

Buddy says goodbye.

………….

Agent Sanders says she can protect Buddy.

………….

Buddy tells Agent Sanders the bank robbers know he has been talking to her.

………….

Agent Sanders meets Buddy and offers him a drink.

Write a number (6–10) to put these story events in order.
………….

Agent Kowalski says the nurse does not need to call security and leaves.

………….

He says if she does not tell him where the money is, he will go and see her brother.

………….

In the hospital, Agent Kowalski is asking Agent Sanders where the money is.

………….

He tells her to communicate by tapping her finger.

………….

Nurse Bryson is surprised and angry to find Agent Kowalski in the room.

2. Check your understanding: matching
Complete the descriptions with the character's name from the box.
Nurse Jenny Bryson

Officer Brian Garner

Agent Nick Kowalski

Buddy
Agent Monica Sanders

1.

_______________ (also known as 'Jane' in the hospital) is a female FBI agent. She is a strong
person and brave in her job.

2.

_______________ is English. She is a tough but motherly nurse and looks after Jane very well.

3.

_______________ is a male FBI agent. He doesn't work well with Agent Sanders. He really wants
to find the stolen money.

4.

_______________ is a criminal who is secretly talking to Agent Sanders. He can be nervous and
has a way of behaving that seems dishonest.

5.

_______________ works in the local sheriff's office. He is the typical American sheriff trying to do
a good job.

Discussion
Did you like this episode? What do you think is going to happen?

